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Welcome to the first newsletter of ACDC 4 You, a two-year EU Funded Erasmus+ Project which started in May 2021.

“ACDC 4 You: Artistic Creativity Development Course for You” is a European transnational partnership project promoting
the development of adults’ creativity through using creative processes of participatory music and raising awareness of
creativity as a crucial and the most coveted skill for the future economies across Europe and the globe. The project
consolidates the competencies of adult educators and musicians for developing innovative resources introducing a new
type of trainers prepared to teach adults’ creativity.

The main aim of the project is to equip adult educators, musicians and other cultural workers – as individuals the most
vulnerable to economic shocks, such as those created by the COVID-19 crisis – with the skills and knowledge necessary
to become successful facilitators of music-based creativity trainings for adults and at the same time gain creative
confidence and develop “creativity literacy” themselves.

 Collection of best practice examples on creativity training for adults with specific focus on participatory music as
a means to create the conditions necessary to unleash the creativity potential
 Artistic Creativity Development Curriculum – a 25-hour Train the Trainer Programme for musicians and adult
educators as creativity trainers
 A set of Creativity Labs – participatory-music based experiential training workshops to develop ideation,
creative thinking, problem solving, collaboration skills in teams
 Creativity Workbook – an interactive publication consisting of up to 50 different practical exercises and handson activities for individual “creativity literacy” training.

On May 7th 2021 our consortium met for our first virtual
introductory meeting hosted by the coordinator SIH.
During the meeting we defined a shared vision for the
project and discussed the details of the implementation of
the work plan for the next months. We enjoyed the
opportunity to meet old buddies once again, as our
organisations have been cooperating in project
implementation for many years so far. We refreshed
information on our institutions and introduced the
ongoing as well as recently implemented projects.

The project brings togerher the capacity of 5 organisations – two adult education providers, a professional theatre and
film company, a non-profit cooperative and an SME specialised in marketing and communication from 5 EU countries:






Soros International House – coordinator, Lithuania
Smashing Times Theatre Company Limited, Ireland
INICIATIVAS DE FUTURO PARA UNA EUROPA SOCIAL COOP V, Spain
FUNDATIA EUROED, Romania
KU TU EOOD, Bulgaria

Additional information about ACDC 4 You Project is available at https://bit.ly/3eHjfw2
To subscribe to the newsletter or to receive more information please email us at:






gileta@sih.lt in Lithuania
niamh@smashingtimes.ie in Ireland
fernandoifes@gmail.com in Spain
cristian.timofticiuc@euroed.ro in Romania
raya.stanachkova@gmail.com in Bulgaria

The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an endorsement of the contents which reflects the
views only of the authors, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.

